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Abstract.
Having an intelligent and a creative workplace in which employees, machines
and stakeholders are more productive by accessing easily to the information and
making better decisions is becoming one of the main areas that organizations are
investing in nowadays in order to stay competitive in the market.
Today, organizations have access to multiple information that contains valuable data from internal and external sources. These information are present everywhere in the workplace and represent a huge amount of data. Content Management tools appeared to manage this huge amount of information. It was proved
that Big Data has a contribution to creativity, the next step would be to show how
Content Management solutions could be used to improve innovation process.
We believe that using Big Data and Content Management tools will make a
positive difference in the first steps of the innovation process, that is to say the
creativity/ideation part. We will be also coupling Content Management tools and
visualization tools to support our approach. Indeed, having a framework that integrates these tools, Big Data, Content Management and visualization tools, in
the day to day, should improve the workplace innovation process to make it more
“intelligent” and “creative”.
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Introduction

The majority of organizations today are investing in having an intelligent and creative work-place. These investment decisions are due to multiple changes that are affecting the market. The main changes are the new technologies and its important advancement that increased the competition and made it global and also the apparition of small
players that disrupted the market and are presenting a threat to organizations that are
not following the wave of technology. Recent studies show that corporate life expectancy is decreasing. Professor Richard N. Foster shows in a study published by
Innosight that corporate life expectancy was 61-year tenure in 1958 then decreased to

25 years in 1980 and to 18 years in 2012. This study is based on the S&P 500 index
(Standard & Poor’s) [1].
The market is changing rapidly and every organization is trying to do its best to stay
alive. They should follow an agile methodology in their offer in order to be flexible
with the market. Many organizations like Kodak, Nokia, Blockbusters and Blackberry
for example disappeared or are struggling because they did not innovate in their products and offerings. Other companies, they are excelling very well and innovating every
day like Apple that did a successful shift in its offer to follow the new technologies.
Innovation may differ from one company to another and it is not necessarily related to
the product. It may be related to a process, a market… The question that every each
executive should ask is: Do I want my organization to be Apple or Black berry?
So, how those organizations will be able to innovate?
Many people may think that by implementing an innovation program they will become innovative. They will capture ideas and then evaluate them but not necessarily
those ideas are with high added value. And usually the ideation step is one the most
critical step in an innovation process. The ideation step require the access to valuable
information. The majority of the existing methodologies encourage organizations to
collect ideas from employees, suppliers, clients… Those insights have shown interesting added value in many organization due to the proactive behavior that is developed
with stakeholders. The fact that organizations today have access to multiple information
from different sources, this may led to a competitive ad-vantage. Availability of information is one of the critical success factors for organizations to survive. While trying
to overcome this critical success factor, organizations are facing different challenges
like the huge volume of data and information that exist in different formats and that is
not easy to use. So, organizations today are facing a significant amount of uncontrolled
content that needs to be managed efficiently.
To cope with this challenge, Content Management Tools appeared. Content Management tools has different names but the most common one is ECM (Enterprise Content Management). It is defined as the technologies, tools, and methods used to capture,
manage, store, preserve, and deliver content across an enterprise (AIIM) [2]. It is also
defined as a collection of strategic resources and capabilities that provides an automated
enabling framework for efficient lifecycle management of valuable organization asset,
i.e. contents and processes, to carry out required business operations in a collaborative
fashion, supports governance and compliance, provides integration within and outside
the business boundaries to achieve business intelligence, knowledge management and
decision support capabilities with focus on fulfillment of business goals and objectives
for competitive advantage [3].
In the literature, we find that the majority of researchers focused on the operational
and tactical benefits of ECM and very few of them focused on the strategic benefits.
From the operational benefits, using ECM will allow saving costs and reducing workload by streamlining tasks, and improving search and retrieval [4]. Concerning the tactical benefits, ECM improves internal and external collaboration, enhances content
quality and maintain consistency and standardizes workflows. From a strategic level, it
includes increasing decision making capabilities and facilitating creativity [4].

In this work, we are exploring different ways to add other layers to the innovation
program like the use of Content Management tools in a way that helps us to optimize
this process. We are proposing a framework showing how Content Management tools
could be beneficial in the ideation step of an innovation process.
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Problem Statement

The ideation step in an innovation process is a critical step. Providing tools to participants in ideation sessions may enhance the creativity. As mentioned above, ECM is a
tool that will be provided to participants of ideation sessions in order to see its impact
on the creativity of an organization. ECM users will have access to valuable information
that are structured and easily accessible. This access to information will allow to enhance the creativity of users to create new knowledge. The gap is present and the benefits expected are really promising but unfortunately until today, in the ECM research,
Creativity, Innovation and Knowledge Management has played a minor role.
With the Content Management tool, we are planning to use indexes (Metadata) related
to each content in order to do searches. By using this metadata layer, the participant
will receive a list of contents as a search result. The majority of commercial ECM tools
present the search results as a list of contents (documents) grouped by the category of
the content (Example: Thesis, Article, Product Catalog, Invoices…) and details with all
the metadata related (Date, field, author, location, university…). The metadata depends
on the category of documents and it is configured at the implementation stage of an
ECM solution. So, the participants of an ideation session, depending on the criteria that
they will select, will receive a list of content as a search results. This list of content may
inspire them in their ideation session to come up with innovative ideas.
Here is a presentation of the use of content management tools in an innovation process:

Figure 1: Modelling the use of Content Management tools in an innovation process

As a result, the search result is presented as a list of contents grouped by category. But
within a specific category we don’t have any grouping, the only information is the content name, description and all the metadata related.
Some researchers proved that access to large database of information can overwhelm
users, in their innovation process, and tend them to return to known solutions which
will decrease the creativity. To avoid this situation, instead of presenting the search

results to participants as a list of contents with the metadata related, we will be proposing a relational analysis between these contents in order to display them in a graph
which may help them.
In this context, we are planning to explore the use of content management tools to support the creativity. As mentioned previously, ECM is the platform that stores content
and make it available to users when then need it. So, we will be proposing a framework
that couples the ECM output and the innovation process at the ideation stage. And this
by proposing a relational analysis of the list of contents displayed by the ECM and
representing them in a graph. The difficulty here is about the important number of analysis properties to identify the right graphs and all the combinations between these analysis properties.
So, this work will focus on identifying the most pertinent graphs from all the possible
set of graphs that will allow to exploit content management tools in the innovation process.
How the use of Content Management tools coupled with visualization tools support
the ideation step in the innovation process?
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State of the art

3.1

The Innovation Process

With new technologies and the ease of access to information, organizations today
need to innovate continuously. Different approaches are used to manage the Innovation
program and the majority of the existing methodologies encourage organizations to
collect ideas from employees, suppliers, clients… Those insights have shown interesting added value in many organization due to the proactive behavior that is developed
with stakeholders. In this section, we will present the Innovation system as described
by Robert George Cooper and Scott J. Edgett [5].
The authors state that many companies have already a solid innovation process or a
Stage-Gate system implemented. So the process is in place to launch new product or
process. This Stage-Gate system starts from Stage 1: ideas to Stage 5: Launch. Senior
executives considers that the process is not enough if we don’t have the right input
which is strong and high value ideas.

Figure 2: A typical Stage-gate product innovation system [5]

Different approaches appeared to solve this problem like organizing: Brainstorming
sessions, Jam sessions, Innovation days, challenge-driven events, Shark Tank competitions… and these events proved their results by providing a huge number of ideas and
then following an evaluation process we could reach the expected strong and high value
ideas.
The ideation process which is the first step in the innovation process is the most
critical step. We believe that companies can leverage their knowledge throughout the
organization, expand their knowledge further based on existing expertise, appropriate
knowledge from partners and other organizations, and develop completely new expertise by probing new technologies or markets [6].
Some authors propose that to generate radical innovations, it is necessary to combine
al-ready existing knowledge but in an unexpected fashion [7].
The combination of teams existing technical knowledge and limited domain-specific
knowledge provokes more original and diverse ideas, which confirms there is creative
value in the combination of KDD (knowledge discovery from databases) with teams’
existing knowledge [8].
So, existing knowledge is very important for the ideation step. This existing
knowledge may come from internal or external data that an organization holds or has
access to. In the following section, we will present the importance of data in this context
and researchers positioned it in the innovation process.
3.2

Importance of Data

For all organizations regardless their size, their market or their market share, they all
have to deal with data in different forms. This data represents a valuable source of
knowledge. We start here by defining some key terms that will be used in this work.
•
Data: Are symbols that represent the properties of objects and events [9].
•
BIG Data: the volume of the data is too large. Secondly, it is impossible to
analyze it using conventional technologies [10].

•
Knowledge: Can be defined as information that is validated, contextual, relevant and actionable [11]. Jacob & al [12] defined it as a massive pool of data that allows
creating in-sights and values that are not possible to generate from smaller scale of same
data.
•
Tacit Knowledge: is subjective and informal [13] [14]. It is usually hard to
express, transfer or share using common ways.
The data that any organization has comes from different sources and in different
forms. Ka-bir and Carayannis [15] present knowledge into two forms: Explicit and
Tacit. It is usually impossible to analyse it using conventional technologies especially
if we add to this data the information available on the internet. That’s why and as mentioned above, it called Big Data.
Several researchers studied the importance of Big Data and the knowledge that it has
for organizations.
Provost and Fawcett [16] mention that insights and knowledge from big data boost
management’s ability to take well‐informed decisions.
According to Kabir and Carayannis [15], knowledge has all the potential of creating
economic value for an organization and bolster innovation, productivity and growth.
Thus, it is also a possible major source of competitive advantage.
Knowledge and the capability to create and utilize knowledge are considered to be the
most important source of a firm’s sustainable competitive advantage [16] [14] [17].
In a nutshell, Big data:
─ Is a source of innovation that can enable development of new products, processes
and services.
─ Using various analytics data can generate knowledge and insights that can support
and improve organizational decision making significantly [18].
–

3.3

Offers the promise of unlocking novel insights and accelerating breakthroughs
[19].
Content Management Tools

As mentioned previously, access to digital data is becoming much easier and cheaper
that’s why we believe that Big Data will make a huge difference in the quality of innovation in an organization. Some researchers have already worked on this and proved
that Big Data may result a positive impact on the generated ideas [8].
Today, organizations has a huge amount of data from different sources. These data is
in dif-ferent formats: documents, management platforms, databases... that is not easy
to use and that represent a huge amount of uncontrolled content that needs to be managed efficiently. Content management tools has appeared to cope with these challenges.
Content Management tools could become the system of record of all these data and
knowledge.
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) has been defined as “the strategies, tools, processes, and skills an organization needs to manage all its information assets (regardless
of type) over their lifecycle” [20].

ECM is different from other management platforms. It manages the entirely of an organization’s assets like: reports, spreadsheets, web pages, presentations, emails, office
documents, images, audio or video files… [21]. Figure 3 models the ECM system.
efficiency, availability, traceability, and consistency
Non-structured Content:
Documents, Articles,
Patents…

Structured Content:

Extract, classify and
archive content

Indexed, classified and
stored

ECM
Figure 3: Modelling the ECM system

An ECM implementation should follow the following content stewardship activities
presented in the following figure [14]:

Figure 4: Content Stewardship are at the heart of an ECM strategy [14]

─ Capture: It contains all the activities related with collecting content. It is usually
about identifying the content that it wants to capture and all its dimensions. This
content could be captured from internal to external databases.
─ Organize: It involves indexing, classifying and linking databases together. This step
utilize different techniques like: OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and smart
templates for indexing, workflows for classification based on business rules and
ODBC connections to link content with other databases.
─ Process: Analyze the content already classified in order inform decision makers and
other existing management systems.
─ Maintain: It is mainly related to the maintenance of the content. How to keep it accessible? How to link it with new content? And for how much time we should keep
it?

ECM solutions are mainly used for daily and operational tasks. Usually, the main
reasons to implement ECMs are: reducing searching times, unifying the presentation or
adhering to reporting obligations [21].
After organizing and structuring the content, ECM will deliver it to users in the format of a list. We will be using visualization tools to change this output to a graph format
that highlights the relationships between contents.

4

Methodology

Content management tools could support the innovation process in different stages.
In this work, we are considering the Content Management tool as a system of record
for all the company’s content. Users of this tool will be provided access to all the company’s content in one single location linked to all other existing management platforms.
This may reduce search times and access to information will be easier. Then, we will
be exploring how this tool could support the innovation process at the ideation stage.
As mentioned above, we will be working on the output of the ECM, which is a list
of contents structured and classified, to represent it in a graph and provide it to participants in an ideation session. So, we will see the impact of using a graph of contents
versus not using it at the ideation stage. The evaluation of the ideas will be done by an
independent evaluation team who will rank the ideas.
Here is a presentation of the use of content management tools coupled with visualization tools:

Figure 5: ECM coupled with visualization tools in an innovation process

Using a visualization tool will present a second layer of filtering content – To group
them together based on certain parameters. The search result will be presented in a
Graph with links and weights. So, we are propose a relational analysis of the list of
contents displayed by the ECM and representing them in a graph. The difficulty here is
about the important number of analysis properties to identify the right graphs and all
the combinations between these analysis properties.
Here is an example showing a list of contents (search result). This example considers
that we have two categories of contents (the first one is Thesis) and the first category
has three indexes (University, Field and Year).

Table 1. Contents stored within the example and related indexes
Category 1

category

Category 2

index

index

index

index

index

index

University (a)

Field (b)

Year (c)

d

e

f

ETS (x)

Innovation (s)

2012 (u)

1

Content

c1

Thesis 1

1

Content

c2

Thesis 2

McGill (y)

Innovation (s)

2012 (u)

1

Content

c3

Thesis 3

Concordia (z)

Innovation (s)

2012 (u)

1

Content

c4

Thesis 4

ETS (x)

Innovation (s)

2012 (u)

1

Content

c5

Thesis 5

ETS (x)

Innovation (s)

2015 (j)

1

Content

c6

Thesis 6

ETS (x)

Electrical (r)

2015 (j)

1

Content

c7

Thesis 7

McGill (y)

Electrical (r)

2012 (u)

1

Content

c8

Thesis 8

Concordia (z)

Electrical (r)

2012 (u)

2

Content

c9

q

t

p

2

Content

c10

q

t

p

2

Content

c11

q

t

p

2

Content

c12

q

t

p

2

Content

c13

w

i

l

2

Content

c14

w

o

l

2

Content

c15

w

o

l

2

Content

c16

q

o

k

The goal here is to study the links between all the contents presented in the search
result and to present them in a graph. To do this, we need to present the Content/Index
matrix and then the Content/Content Matrix.
Once we present the Content/ Content matrix, a graph presenting the links between
contents based on indexes can be presented. Different graphs tools are available.
In this example, we can consider the indexes to link the contents. Different other
parameters could be considered and also different graphs are possible to draw. So, this
work is focusing on identifying the most pertinent graphs from all the possible set of
graphs that will allow to exploit content management tools in the innovation process.
The range of possible graphs is wide and depends on different parameters. Some
researchers already did the exercise of analyzing the different software tools (software)
[25] and found their number is important and in general, the overall architecture of
these software tools is structured according to a reference model provided by Card [26].
This reference model will be used as a guideline to our methodology.
Card [26] presents visualization (graph) as a mapping from data to a visual form that
the human perceives. The following figure presents this reference model that shows
how the flow of data goes through a series of transformations. The human may interfere
at different steps to make adjustments to these transformations.

Figure 6: Reference Model for Visualization [26]

Using an analogy to this reference model to apply it in our context, the following
figure presents the modelling of our methodology that will be explained later step by
step:

Figure 7: Methodology to convert the output of the ECM to a Graph

- Activity 1:
As mentioned above, the output of the ECM is considered our input in the innovation
process. In our methodology, it is considered as raw data. Activity 1 which is data transformation converts raw data into more usable data tables. In our context, the raw data
is a list of contents with metadata and is difficult to use by participants in ideation sessions since it could overwhelm them and have negative impact on their creativity. This
activity will transform the list of contents to an adapted state of data which is easier to
analyze. The adapted data is usually presented in a table format and shows the relationship between data. The example that we presented above is a sample of data transformation.
- Activity 2:
This activity will analyze the adapted data and present its result in different format.
The core of the reference model is the mapping of adapted data to results of the analysis.
Data tables are based on mathematical relationships whereas the results of the analysis
are based on graphical properties processed by human vision. In the reference model,
this is the most difficult activity. To manage it, we are planning to follow these steps:

o Contextual filter:
From the adapted data, we have different data in tables. Different analysis properties
are possible to analyze the relationship between contents. In this step, we are planning
to enumerate them based on the literature then doing a contextual filter related the context of ECM and innovation process. So, we identify what are the properties that could
be applied and that make sense to use them.
o Statistical verification:
Once we identify the most pertinent properties that applies to our context, we will
validate them by doing tests on small sample. We are planning to do the tests with
patents. So, uploading them to the ECM, extracting metadata, analyzing the relationship
between them and displaying the most appropriate graph then using those graphs in
small brainstorming session at the research lab level.
From this activity, we are able to analyze all the relationship between contents and
identifying the most important analysis properties.
- Activity 3:
The aim of this activity is to transform the result of the analysis to graphs. It is about
representing in a comprehensive way to users.
Once we converted the output of the ECM to graph, we are planning make this approach available to participants of ideation sessions. We will be testing this approach
in an industrial environment and in the 24h Innovation event organized by ETS. Then,
we will be comparing the impact of proving of graphical tool representing the contents
to participants versus not using it and presenting to users to list of contents in a list
format.
So, we will be using an independent evaluation team to evaluate the ideas from both
approaches (with the graphical tool and without) to observe its impact on the creativity.
Actually, for the coming edition of 24h innovation that will be held at ÉTS, we will
be testing the following scenario:
1- We will identify a complex challenge that requires a lot of reading (in the 24h
event, challenges are submitted by businesses)
2- From the teams that will participate in this challenge, we will selected 2 teams.
We will try to find two similar teams (background, age, gender percentage,
…)
3- The first team will have access to an ECM that has already thousands of contents (documents) uploaded into it and indexed. The team will use the advanced search functionality to search for relevant fields. A list of contents will
be displayed depending on their search criteria and then they have to consult
each one of them to get inspiration.
4- The second team will have access to the same ECM as team one with the same
content. While doing their search for relevant content, instead of displaying
the search result as a list of content, it will be displayed as a graph grouping

contents depending on certain parameters and relating them with links. Then,
participants will consult those contents.
5- Once the 24 hour is over, both teams will submit their solutions to the jury in
a 2 min video (this is the current format used in the 24h event). Then, a local
and international jury will evaluate the proposed solutions (ideas) and rank
them.
6- Depending on the ranking giving by the independent jury, we will assess the
results to see if there is an impact of providing a graph to users while they are
doing their ideation session.
7- This scenario will be tested with at least 10 teams and 5 challenges so at least
statistically we can confirm the obtained results.
Once we confirm the expected results with the 24h event, we will do the same scenario in an industrial environment.

5

Conclusion

The amount of content and information is increasing every day in a very fast pace. And
organization has to look to this amount as an opportunity and use it in their innovation
process in order to become more creative. In this work, we presented a framework on
how content management tools coupled with visualization tools may participate in the
innovation process within an organization.
The purpose of using content management tools is to benefit from the huge amount of
in-formation which is considered as a wealth of knowledge. As explained, the content
itself is present in different sources and it is unstructured but with using the proposed
tools, we will be able to structure this content and use it in the innovation process.
The next work is expected to test the different approaches presented in this paper and
to discuss the obtained results.
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